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Introduction
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• A muon collider is a promising proposal for a future collider


• Combines the benefits of both hadron and lepton colliders


• Can reach high energies just like a hadron collider


• Clean environment like a lepton collider


• Dominant background for muon colliders: beam induced backgrounds


• Originates from muon decay and subsequent interactions within the 
detector


• Detector design and subsequent reconstruction in progress to minimize this 
background   
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Detector Design
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• Vertex detector is the focus at Berkeley lab: barrel

detector

https://muoncollider.web.cern.ch/design/muon-collider-detector
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Impact of the nozzle on BIB
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• BIB composed of: photons, neutrons, electrons, charged hadrons, muons


• Comparison of BIB with the nozzles (Y) and without (N)


• Major increase in particle flux without the nozzles for electrons and photons, 
smaller for charged hadrons and muons


• Energy spectra also affected without nozzles: 


• Reach very high energies


• Compromise detector performanceFigure 11. Comparison of number and energy spectra of the BIB: with nozzles (Y) in solid red line and
without nozzles (N) in dotted black line.

that would produce the same damage. FLUKA provides the capability to score by online convolution
of particle fluences with conversion tables.

Figure 12. 1 MeV neutron equivalent fluence in the detector region, normalized to one year of operation

The map of 1-MeV-neq in the region internal to the yoke is shown in Fig. 12. It has been
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arXiv:2105.09116

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2105.09116.pdf
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BIB characteristics 
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• Late hits almost always due to BIB (assuming interaction at t = 0)


• Selecting a small window (ns) around the expected arrival time can 
suppress a large fraction of the background 

MAY 9, 2019

Figure 3: Momentum spectra of the beam-induced background particles at the detector entry point.

Figure 4: Time of arrival of the background particles at the detector entry point with respect to the interaction point.

VXD pixel size is 20 µm. The tracker is constituted by silicon pixel sensors of 50 µm pitch, mounted on five cylindrical
layers from 20 to 120 cm in transverse radius and 330-cm long. The forward region is instrumented with disks also
based on silicon pixel sensors, properly shaped in order to host the tungsten shielding nozzles. The full simulation
includes electronic noise and thresholds and saturation effects in the final digitized signals. The calorimeter is based
on a scintillation-Cherenkov dual-readout technique, A Dual-Readout Integrally Active and Non segmented Option
(ADRIANO) [11]. The calorimeter simulation for MC in ILCRoot [12] considers a fully projective geometry with a
polar-angle coverage down to 8.4o. The barrel and the endcap regions consist of about 23.6 thousand towers of 1.4o
aperture angle of lead glass with scintillating fibers. Cherenkov and scintillation hits are simulated separately and
digitized independently. The photodetector noise, wavelength-dependent light attenuation and collection efficiency are
taken into account in the simulation of the detector response. Clusters of digitized energy deposits are then used by the
jet reconstruction algorithm.
The tracking system and the calorimeter are immersed in a solenoidal magnetic field of 3.57 T .
Simulation of the muon detector is not performed given that this is the outermost detector and signatures studied in this
article do not include final state muons. Figure 5 shows a schematic view of the full detector used in the simulation.

Before describing the physical objects reconstruction, we discuss the beam-induced background and the handles
available to mitigate its impact. As shown in Section 2, the noise in the detectors comes from the muon decay products
and from their interaction with the nozzles. The spatial and the kinematic distributions show that the tracking system is
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Figure 5: Actual configuration of the detector. From inside to outside, in cyan are the nozzles followed by the tracking
system in magenta. The magnetic coil is drawn in blue and the calorimeter system is depicted in red. The muon system,
not implemented yet, is represented in green.

the most affected detector. As presented in Ref. [5], the maximum neutron fluence in the innermost layer of the silicon
tracker (R = 3 cm) for a one-year operation is at the level of 108 cm�2, which is lower than what has been measured
for LHC in a similar position and several order of magnitude lower than the 1017 cm�2 expected for FCC-hh [13].
The number of hits released in the tracking detector by background particles can be reduced by exploiting the time
information. As shown in [9] and reproduced in this study, these particles have an arrival time distribution that is
significantly different from the signal ones. In Figure 6 it is shown the simulated arrival time of particles to the tracker
modules with respect to the arrival time of the photons radiated from the interaction point. By selecting a time window

Figure 6: Simulated time of arrival (TOF) of the beam background particles to the tracker modules, summing up all the
modules, with respect to the expected time (T0) of a photon emitted from the interaction point and arriving at the same
module.

of a few ns around the expected arrival time, a large fraction of the background can be suppressed. This possibility
must be studied in detail in the light of the new timing detectors already proposed for HL-LHC where resolutions of
tens of picoseconds are achievable [14]. Figure 7 shows the hits density as function of the vertex detector layers. As
expected, the first barrel layer, which is closer to the beam, has high hit density, around 450 cm�2 in this configuration.
The occupancy of the other barrel layers is significantly lower, at the level or below 50 cm�2, while the endcap layers
show an occupancy around 100 cm�2. The cluster density is reduced by applying a time cut, in the first layer it goes
down to about 250 cm�2 by requiring a time window of ±0.5 ns. Improvements are seen also in the endcap layers.
In Ref. [9] preliminary studies were presented to illustrate the benefits of using a double layer silicon design. Other
strategies, not viable at the time of quoted studies, can be adopted in order to reduce the detector occupancy exploiting
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arXiv:2105.09116

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2105.09116.pdf
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Event simulation and reconstruction
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Simulation 
- muon gun for single muon events 
- MARS simulation for BIB

detetor geometry geant4 sim. hits

digitizationreconstructed hits

Detector reconstruction using ILCSoft

clusters

• Part of the work at LBNL is on digitization


• Make use of cluster properties to minimize BIB background

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2105.09116.pdf
https://github.com/iLCSoft
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Digitization requirements for vertex detector
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• Digitization accounts for detector performance and effects


• Threshold dispersion: account for threshold non-uniformity


• Threshold differences from HL-LHC readout chips used to determine dispersion


• Charge discretization: finite resolution of readout


• 4 bits selected based on current ATLAS readout


• Compromise between small bit size and performance


• Also wants to discretize timing in 4 bits based on time-of-flight


• BIB has different beta values than signal muons
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Pixel size and incidence angle to filter out BIB
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• We can make use of cluster properties used to differentiate BIB from single 
muon events


• Muon events show correlation between cluster size vs. incident angle


• Larger cluster size has larger θ


• Filter hits using the angular and pixel size information


• Hit filtering reduces the BIB by 50% while retaining single muon requirements 
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Incidence angle:  
larger angle = longer path
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Simple size Y selection vs theta

Cut Efficiency Loose Tight

Single muon 99.4% 75.0%

Single muon + BIB 63.5% 42.9%

Loose cut

Tight cut

Note: single-muon is uniform in cos(theta)
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Additional studies to suppress BIB
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• Additional features can be used to suppress the BIB


• Want to make use of machine learning to help discriminate between signal 
muons and BIB


• Also want to test separation between muons and other heavier particles 
such as protons



Backup
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Impact of threshold smearing 
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• No large impact due to threshold smearing


• More of a validation that this was implemented correctly
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